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attard’s kitchens & cabinetry has achieved an outstanding transformation with this renovation project. the clients 
wanted a functional kitchen that would integrate seamlessly with the home’s original features. attard’s kitchens & 
cabinetry has delivered, with clean, classic lines and a pure white palette.

a lack of space proved to be the most challenging component of this renovation. the previously U-shaped kitchen was 
cramped and compressed into a corner, with little room to move or sit comfortably.

attard’s kitchens & cabinetry has completely opened the space, opting for a marble island bench and an open-plan 
layout, integrating the kitchen and informal living area. the island bench, with polyurethane panels, also serves as a 
table, eliminating the need for extra furniture that would create clutter.

iLVe appliances have been seamlessly installed and are semi-concealed, maximising space and ensuring the kitchen 
maintains its new streamlined appearance. a separate cooking and preparation zone allows these activities to take 
place simultaneously.

natural light now filters through the French doors, which have replaced the previously existing windows, allowing 
access to the courtyard outside.
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this kitchen is a good indication of the diverse capabilities of attard’s kitchens & cabinetry, from the very modern 
to the more traditional. built to reflect the home’s Federation style, this kitchen adopts a two-tone finish, with the 
routered cabinets hand-painted to create an authentic old-fashioned look. 

to prevent the dark colour palette from making the space appear small, white gloss tiles in ‘matte Latte’ and the 
Quantum Quartz benchtop in ‘Pearly shores’ add contrast and balance things out. 

this kitchen also lacked space, so attard’s kitchens & cabinetry cleverly integrated the pantry, fridge and freezer into 
a unit just outside the archway, disguised as furniture. despite not being located in the kitchen, the unit still blends 
with the kitchen’s décor and is positioned within a practical distance.

mother-of-pearl antique silver knobs and satin nickel handles are the finishing touches that contribute to the overall 
Federation style; an example of the attard’s kitchens & cabinetry eye for detail.
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this is another example of the company’s ability to create space. attards kitchens & cabinetry has transformed this 
once small and poky kitchen into a spacious area.

With its combination of clean lines and subtle heritage features, including the gooseneck tap and porcelain sink, this 
kitchen is a true contemporary classic. recessed aluminium-profile handles are a modern feature, while traditional-
style mismatched bench stools add a slightly provincial vibe.

a dark marble benchtop provides some contrast to the otherwise neutral colour scheme, while still being 
complementary. the sleek aesthetic continues with an integrated combination fridge and freezer and blum aventos 
doors. the overall effect of this renovation project is a functional kitchen with both character and style.
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attard’s kitchens & cabinetry has been in the business of designing and manufacturing furniture and custom joinery 
for more than 25 years. the recipient of a number of awards including the housing industry association’s (hia) nsW 
Large kitchen over 20sqm and kitchen of the Year in 2012, clients can rest assured that they are in the hands of 
credible, reputable and extremely experienced professionals.

attard’s kitchens & cabinetry is proud to use australian-made materials, guaranteeing clients a level of quality 
that isn’t always consistent in imported products. in order to maintain this high quality, attard’s kitchens & 
cabinetry adheres to a strict standard, and when coupled with the company’s expert workmanship, the results speak 
for themselves.

With attard’s kitchens & cabinetry, clients are only limited by their own imagination, and the experienced designers 
can create a style and finish that reflects the personality of the homeowners, while blending seamlessly with the rest 
of the home. the company strives to deliver practical and affordable projects, and whether you are renovating an 
office, building a kitchen, or have a specific design in mind for a display cabinet, attard’s kitchens & cabinetry has 
got you covered.

contact
Attard’s Kitchens & Cabinetry
7 bonz Place  
seven hills 
tel: (02) 9838 8608 
email: alison@attards.com.au 
Website: www.attards.com.au


